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One night in March 2008 Natu (Chris) and I were writing one another inspired by the
song Play Me by Neil Diamond and also the song that was pouring through him at that
time and as we always have done since we came together my beloved sweet
Troubadour Chris and I (and even before this as well) we marry our words as One and
from it came this poetry prose from our letters to one another. And this prose along
with many others became a book of our poetry prose called Love Changes Everything

Play Me

Play me.....
Like a strumming guitar
As gentle as the river flows....
Within the movement of fluidity....
Is the song of the heart given this nigh
For there is a moment....
A moment that is just ours....
A moment of co~creation
of inspiration
of celebration
of the love
of the light

of all that is
Within you....
Within me...
Within us
That simply IS
And simply is meant to be
For we are the sun
And the moon
Two souls
joined in the sacredness
of why she is the melody
and he the harmony of this song
and it is now through this union
that real love is exchanged
Play me
As such journeys of the heart
That we two travel
For The Master Artist
has given its all for such lovers to entwine
Love is free from being a chemical connection
because they are a 'hunk'
or meet the requirements of what society and the lifestyle needs
of sending messages to the brain that this person is to be desired by me
Love is free from being the 'connection' energetically of wanting to hang out
and having sex with this person
Nor is love an emotional release
based on the pheromones produced by another that is like an addiction
Love is free from being the sexy attractants that trigger an emotional connection
Relationships are complex
and largely based on triggers based deeply within our beings
These triggers are governed by sexuality, a need for security and 'home',
and relating to on a deeper level
Yet, none of this is Love
Say not ' I love you’ when you are embracing such a person

Rather say in total honesty
'You are meeting the desires of my being in this moment'
For Love, love is far greater
For a Love REALationship
A real soulful connection of Love
One of love Being Remembered and Embraced
In absoulute Oneness
This love is deeper than the sacrifice of any mother protecting her child
Love is deeper than one hanging on a cross
for the remote chance another may understand love through it
Love is deeper than total sacrifice offered
Love is witnessing the very Master Artist expressing all within infinity
proclaiming what real love is
Such is the Master Artist that has given the song of your heart
to be the perfect harmony of what one being proclaims
For when we say I love you
we say it from within our heart.....
From within our soul...
From all the love that is within me
Celebrating that love of the Master Artist expressing what love is that is within me
That I choose to share with you
And celebrating the love of the Master Artist expressing what love is that is within you
That you choose to share with me
I celebrate you
I celebrate me
I celebrate love
I celebrate the love that we have from within us that overflows
and enhances the love
and the All That Is,
that already and always IS
Infinitely Spiritual
Within you
Within me
Within the Master Artist
Within us all....
As the song of love

That our hearts are guided by
Within its melody
And harmony
Of love
Is playing….
Play Me….
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